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THE MUSICAL TIMES.-FEBRUARY 1, 1906. I2I 

THE HARMONIOUS BLACKSMITH. 
TO THE EDITOR OF 'THE MUSICAL TIMES.' 

DEAR SIR,-Dr. W. H. Cummings has lately shown that 
the credit of the 'Harmonious Blacksmith' can scarcely be 
given to Wagenseil. It would cause no surprise, however, 
if it should prove to be based on some earlier composition 
by Handel. Besides other instances of the use of earlier 
works in these Suites, there appear to be several cases in 
which suggestions were taken from Handel's earliest opera 
'Almira,' 1705. The gigue in the 9th Suite (G minor) 
seems clearly derived from the air ' Du irrst dich, mein 
Licht,' and in the 7th Suite (G minor) the overture and 
sarabande look like imitations of the overture and first 
sarabande in the opera. It is reasonable therefore to 
suppose that the 'Harmonious Blacksmith' may have been 
suggested by the opening symphony of the air of Raymonde, 
the Moorish king, 'Mi da sperainza al core' : 

? --- - - 
4- 

--. 

It will be noticed that, not counting the introductory note, 
the first ten notes are identical in the two melodies, and the 
next three of the air might easily suggest the continuation 
in the Suite. The final :zadences also are almost the same, 
though this does-not mean much. Too much stress is often 
laid on slight coincidences, but the resemblance here may, 
in the circumstances, be found interesting. 

Yours truly, 
Dickenson Road, P. ROBINSON. 

Rusholme, 
Manchester. 

MOZART'S EARLY OPERAS. 
With singular appropriateness as celebrating the 15oth 

anniversary of the great master's birth, Mr. Clifford B. 
Edgar, the honorary treasurer of The Musical Association, 
selected ' Mozart's early efforts in opera' as a subject of 
discourse before the members of that learned body on 
January 16. 

Although Mr. Edgar modestly regarded the musical 
selections as the meat, and his remarks as the bones of his 
Paper, he gave some very interesting information concerning 
the conception, plots and first performances of Mozart's 
juvenile attempts in writing for the stage. He said: 'His 
remarkable precocity is not less manifest in these early 
operas than in his other compositions of the same period.' 
Again: 'What strikes us most in Mozart's mastery of 
technique is the ease with which he assimilated whatever he 
could not have possessed intuitively.' 

After referring to the various prodigy tours which Mozart 
and his sister, under their father's auspices, undertook, the 
lecturer directed attention to ' a work of glorious promise,' 
the opera-buffa ' La Finta Semplice' written in the Italian 
style when Mozart was only twelve years old. The 
intrigues which seem inseparable from operatic ventures 
prevented the work from being performed at Vienna, never- 
theless the music remains to bear witness to the 
wonderful precocity of this master-musician; as the 
lecturer said: ' The remarkable talent for musical delinea- 
tion of the several personages, which is so conspicuous in 
Mozart's later operas, is manifested in this boyish production.' 
In ' Bastien and Bastienne '-a sort of parody on Rousseau's ' Le Devin du village '-the overture, or intrada, offers a 
remarkable example of coincidences in music, in that its 
subject is almost identical with the principal theme of the 
opening movement of Beethoven's 3rd ('Eroica ') Symphony, 
written some thirty-five years later. 

The three-act opera seria, from Racine, entitled ' Mitridate, 
Re di Ponto,' composed at the age of fourteen and performed 
no fewer than twenty times at Milan, prepared the way for 
'Ascanio in Alba.' This 'theatrical serenata'-a festival 
piece produced in I771-was written against time and in 
circumstances of great difficulty. One violinist occupied the 
room above that in which the masterful Master Mozart 
worked, and another fiddler the room below. Next door 

was a singing-master, and opposite lived an oboe-player ! 
But Wolfgang made light of these drawbacks. ' It is capital 
for composing,' he said; 'it gives one new ideas'! This 
is the opera ('Ascanio') that led Hasse to predict the 
composer's future renown. 'La Finta Giardini'ra,' or 'The 
pretended lady-gardener,' composed for the Munich carnival 
of 1775, made a great advance upon its forerunners in three 
important respects-characterisation, originality of themes, 
and constructive skill ; moreover its orchestration is truly 
remarkable, the composer making the happiest use of the wind, 
the peculiarities of the oboe, bassoon and horns being turned 
to good account. In 'Zaide' (1780) Mozart used melo- 
drama for the first and only time. 'L' Oca del Cairo' is an 
unfinished opera having an extravagant and weak libretto. 
The goose mentioned in the title is an artificial bird, large 
enough to conceal a man, which is to be employed in gaining 
a boastful wager. After a reference to ' King Thamos'-which 
the lecturer admitted did not strictly come within the scope 
of his paper-Mr. Edgar brought his interesting discourse to 
a close by stating that these early operas 'rarely fail to 
exhibit that true balance between beauty of form and beauty 
of expression so characteristic of Mozart, and the equally 
important balance preserved between the vocal and instru- 
mental forces."' His concluding words were these : 'Mozart's 
grand achievement was the blending of Italian melody with 
German scientific structure, with a result so complete and 
apparently spontaneous that all sense of nationality is lost, 
as in the highest art it should be.' 

The following were the musical illustrations : 
Sinfonia (last movement .. .. La Fin/a Senplice. 
Aria, 'Cosa ha mai la donna 
I)ance of Nymphs and Graces Ascanio in Aba. Finale (Act i.)-' Dite pi?i amabile ' f 
Aria-' Pupille Amate' Lucio Silla. 
Cavatina-' We maidens suffer' (Wir Madchen sind) 

La Finta Giardini~ra. 
Chorus (from Finale, Act )--' O0, how perplexing !' 

(Welche Verwirrung) La Finta Giardinidra. 
Finale (Act 3)--' Love and Constancy' (Lieb' und 

Treue') .. .. La Finta Giardiniera. 
Rondo (with Violin Obbligato) -' L'amer6, saro6 costante' ......... R Pastore. 
Finale-' Viva l'invitto duce ! ' .. 
Aria-'Deh, riposa' Zarde. Finale-' Natura in fede' .... .. . air 
Quartetto-' Mentre lo scemo' ...... L' Oca del Cairo. 

LONDON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA. 
SIR CHARLES STANFORD'S NEW SYMPHONY. 

The programme of the fourth concert at Queeen's Hall on 
January i8 included Sir Charles Stanford's new Symphony 
in E flat (Op. 94), written ' in honour of the life-work of a 
great artist, George Frederick Watts'; and it was performed 
for the first time under the direction of the composer. 
According to the analyst the work has no programme, and 
should be listened to simply as music. The composer, 
however, mentally worked to Watts' fine piece of sculpture 
called 'Physical energy,' and to his two pictures, ' Love 
and Life,' and ' Love and Death'; but so clear is the form 
of the various movements, so straightforward the develop- 
ments of the thematic material, that the work may be fully 
appreciated quite apart from the source or sources whence 
the composer sought inspiration. There are many modern 
works in which the form is so absolutely determined by 
what is known as the 'poetic basis,' that knowledge 
more or less of the latter is indispensable. In the case 
of the symphony under notice such knowledge, however, 
is decidedly interesting. In the opening Allegro the 
syncopations of the principal theme seem to betoken 
rugged strength, a salient quality of the great painter's 
personality, while the phrase for trombones which follows 
the melodious second theme is naturally associated with 
Death. The slow movement is based on a flowing theme, 
the Scherzo is full of rhythmical life, while the Finale - 
if not perhaps the strongest of the four movements-has 
many points of interest. Throughout the work the scoring 
is admirable. At the close of the performance Sir Charles 
was recalled several times to the platform. Mr. Arthur 
de Greef played with marked success the solo part of Grieg's 
romantic pianoforte Concerto in A minor, while the 
remainder of the programme consisted of Tchaikovsky's 
symphonic fantasie 'Francesca "di Rimini' and Dvorik's 
' In der Natur' overture. 
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